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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 89
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87.    A theorem of Stokes.   Let X, X' be the radial components of the attractions at P, P', estimated positively when directed from the centre.    Then since
rr' = «2,           X==W    X'=^=~^r~*~FF2=~Z^~F^'
•when the points P, Pr approach indefinitely near to the surface r' = a, and this
equation reduces to                  X' + X=-Vja.
! We therefore have the following theorem.   The sum of the inward normal attractions ' ' at two points on the same radius, one just inside and the other just outside a thin
heterogeneous spherical shell, is equal to the potential at either point divided by the 1 radius.   This theorem is given hy Sir G. Stokes in his article on the Figure of the
Earth, and is there proved by the use of Laplace's functions.
88.    Let F, 3T' be the components of the attraction at P, P' perpendicular to 0PP'.   Let the radius vector OPP' turn round 0 through an angle dd.   Then
7:
_          =             = y
~rfde " dd ' r'2    rdd \r' J         \r' When the points P, P' approach indefinitely near to the surface we have F'= Y.
89.    A converse problem.    To determine the laio of force when it is given that "he attraction of every thin uniform spherical shell at every external point is the same as that of an equal particle placed at the centre.  Laplace, Mec. Celeste, vol. i. p. 163. Let the potential of a particle m at a distance u be mf(u).    The potential of the
7rma
shell at a point P is
(it) du, the limits being r-ator + aora-rtoa+r
according as P is external or internal, Art. 64.   Since the attractions are equal, the potentials of the shell and the central point must differ by a quantity independent
ofr.   Hence               ^^fuf(u)du^4:vma9f(r) + ^vmaA ........................ (1),
where A may be a function of a but is independent of r.    If the potentials of the shell and the central point are also to be equal we must have -4 = 0. Put uf(u)=F' (u), the equation (1) then becomes
(2),
where r>a.   Since the equality is to hold for shells of all radii, we may differentiate this equation with regard to a.   Differentiate twice with regard to r and twice with regard to a, we then have         Fiv(r + a) = Flv (r-a) ................................. (3).
Since r and a are independent variables this equation cannot hold unless each side is a constant, for if we write r=a, we have Piv(2a) = a constant.   We therefore have F(r) = a + pr + 'yr* + 5)* + er* .............................. (4)-,
where a, /3, 7, 8, e are constants. Since (3) has been obtained from (2) by differentiation, this value of F(r) may not satisfy (2). Substitute in (2) and we find 5 = 0, ,4 = 8tt36. We thus have
* .................................... (5).
i       «
(The only laws of force therefore which can make the attraction of every shell equal I to that of its central point are the inverse square, the direct distance and any com-i\bination of these.   It is unnecessary to include the case in which the potential is constant, since the attraction is then zero.    If the potentials also are to be equal we must have A = 0 and therefore e=0.    The potential must then vary as the inverse distance.    If the potential of m is - -JiJm2 the force varies as the distance.   It is easy to prove by direct integration that the potential of the shell cannot be equal to that of the central point, but exceeds it by --p/a2.

